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detection and estimation in radar and communication. Thus this reviewer feels 
that the author has achieved his purpose. 
W. WESLEY PETERSON 
Department of Electrical Engineering 
University of Florida 
Gainesville, Florida 
In format ion Transmission,  Modulat ion, and Noise. By MISCHA SCttWARTZ. 
McGraw-Hill, New York, 1959. 454 pp. $11.75. 
The recent changes of the electrical engineering curriculmn have been more or 
less forced by the impact of the development of information theory and the theory 
of random processes. As a consequence of this change the need of a textbook on 
communication systems with an information theoretic approach underlying both 
deterministic and statistical analysis has been very strong. Professor Schwartz 
has filled this gap with this excellent book for a senior level system course. The 
book stresses the unified principle basic to information transmission systems, 
placing emphasis on the fundamental role of system bandwidth and noise in limit- 
ing the transmission of information. 
Throughout he book two principles governing information transmission sys- 
tems are investigated. One is the maximum rate at which a system allows the sig- 
nal to change, and the other is the number of distinguishable signal levels. The 
former is related to the bandwidth of the system which is inversely proportional 
to the system response time and the latter is related to the signal-to-noise ratio 
of the system. These two main features are discussed for the various modulation 
systems. 
The book consists of three major parts: 
1. Chapters 1 to 5: study of the bandwidth requirement and frequency spectra 
associated with sine wave and pulse carrier systems, with the last chapter 
stressing the presence of noise in the system. 
2. Chapter 6: comparative investigation of various modulation systems. 
3. Chapter 7: statistical analysis of information transmission. 
The author opens the book with definitions and brief illustrations of the basic 
concept in information transmission such as information, rate of information 
transmission, system capacity, binary coding, and frequency of occurrence, un- 
certainty, and redundancy of a message. Then, the rate of information transmis- 
sion is related to the concept of bandwidth and spectrum of a communication 
system. After reviewing the Fourier analysis of periodic and nonperiodic signals, 
the transmission through linear networks is discussed in Chapter 2 in terms of 
the transient behavior of energy-storage d vices and inherent voltage-fluctuation. 
In Chapter 3, the applications of the spectrum and bandwidth concepts are ex- 
tended to time-varying modulation systems such as amplitude and frequency 
modulation and single-sideband transmission. Carrying the analysis of periodic 
switching and balanced modulator through to the next chapter, sampled-data 
systems, pulse amplitude, and position modulation are presented with great stress 
on the bandwidth requirement. 
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Chapter 5 introduces the concept of noise in a system as a l imitation on sys- 
tem capacity, first studying the origin of noise, part icular ly the shot noise in 
vacuum tubes and semiconductor and thermal noise. Then, the signal-to-noise 
mean power ratio and the noise figure, which is the ratio of input and output mean 
noise powers, are defined and calculated for various networks and the fact that  
the mean noise power is proport ional to bandwidth is demonstrated. Finally, the 
number of distinguishable amplitude levels of a signal is related to the signal-to- 
noise ratio of a system, and the system capacity is expressed in terms of the volt- 
age signal-to-noise ratio and bandwidth of the system. In Chapter 6, start ing 
with the concept and use of power and energy spectra of signals and noise for de- 
tection purposes (i l lustrated with a matched filter) the bandwidth and signal- 
to-noise ratio of AM, PAM, FM, and PPM systems are invest igated and compared. 
The discussion is extended to pulse code modulat ion and an information-theoretic 
expression of system capacity is derived. 
The final chapter begins with the concepts and definitions of random variables 
(both discrete and continuous), probabi l i ty-density,  and distr ibution functions. 
Then, the use of noise statistics is i l lustrated in the calculation of the probabil-  
i ty of error in a binary PCM system and a simple radar detector. The autocorre- 
lation function of a random time function is defined and used to calculate the 
power spectrmn of a given random signal. An i l lustration involving the random 
telegraph signal is given. 
One comment hat  the reviewer would like to make concerns the section on 
noise in transistors and muitielectrode tubes. Inevitably,  a book written on this 
level can handle such a subject only on a very empirical level. I t  is the reviewer's 
experience that  such a t reatment  is unsatisfying and loses the interest of the 
students. However, since the main development of the book does not depend on 
an understanding of this topic this section could have been included in an appen- 
dix, otherwise a more analytic t reatment  of the subject may be desirable. 
WAN NEE KIM 
Electrical Engineering Department 
Columbia University 
New York 27, New York 
Teor ia  Del la  In fo rmaz ione  (Text in English) : lZendiconti del V I I  corso che 
nella Villa Nionastero a Varenna del 7 al 14 luglio 1058 fu tenuto a cura della Scu- 
ola Internazionale di Fisica della Societa I ta l iana di Fisica. ( In fo rmat ion  The-  
ory : Proceedings of the Seventh Course, given at the Villa Monastero in Varenna 
(Como), from July 7 to July 14, 1958, under the sponsorship of the Internat ional  
School of Physics of the Ital ian Physical Society). Supplement to Nuovo eimento 
13, Ser. 10, No. 2 (1959). Nicola Zanichelli, Bologna (Italy). 283 pp. I tal ian Lire 
3300 postpaid (approx. $5.30). 
This is a very worthwhile collection, made up mainly of expository papers, but 
covering a wide var iety of material  which is not otherwise easily available. Of 
course, this book cannot be termed as wholly representat ive of Information The- 
ory. But which group of people would have given a representat ive picture? (In 
